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Supersymmetric left-right models and light doubly charged Higgs bosons and Higgsinos

Z. Chacko and R. N. Mohapatra
Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

~Received 12 December 1997; published 19 May 1998!

We point out that in a large class of supersymmetric left-right models with automaticR-parity conservation
there is a pair of light doubly charged Higgs bosons and Higgsinos. Requiring the mass of these particles to
satisfy the CERN LEPZ-width bound implies that theWR mass must be above 109 GeV.
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PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv, 11.30.Er, 12.60.Cn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Supersymmetric left-right models~SUSYLR! are attrac-
tive for several reasons:~1! they imply automatic conserva
tion of baryon and lepton number@1#, a property which
makes the standard model so attractive, but is not share
the minimal supersymmetric standard model~MSSM!; ~2!
they provide a natural solution to the strong and weakCP
problems of the MSSM@2#; ~3! they yield a natural embed
ding of the seesaw mechanism for small neutrino masses@3#;
~4! they arise as an intermediate scale theory in sev
SUSY grand unified theories~GUT’s!.

An essential feature of these models is that the SU(R

3U(1)B2L symmetry is broken down to U(1)Y by the
vacuum expectation values of a pair of Higgs multiple
which transform as the adjoint of the SU(2)R group withB
2L562. One of these is the same Higgs multiplet~denoted
by Dc below! which is used to implement the seesaw mec
nism for small neutrino masses. Both of them contain dou
charged Higgs bosons and Higgsinos. It has recently b
shown @4# that in simple versions of this theory where th
hidden sector SUSY breaking scale is above theMWR

, the

ground state of the theory breaksR-parity unless higher di-
mensional terms@2,5# or additional Higgs fields which brea
parity @4,6# are included.

It is the goal of this paper to show that the constraints
supersymmetry imply that the above mentioned pair of d
bly charged particles are very light in a large class of int
esting versions of the SUSYLR model. Since these mas
depend on the scalevR[v of SU(2)R breaking, one can us
the CERNe1e2 collider LEP Z-width constraints to fix a
lower bound onvR . Such a bound has already been noted
the minimal SUSYLR model@5# in the limit of exact super-
symmetry.

The existence of this pair of light doubly charged fields
independent of the scale at which supersymmetry is bro
provided that the effect of the breaking on the Higgs secto
soft. However the mass splitting between the Higgs bos
and Higgsinos is crucially dependent on whether the scal
supersymmetry breaking is higher than theWR scale~as in a
supergravity mediated scenario! or lower than theWR scale
~as in a gauge mediated scenario!. This causes the bounds o
the WR scale to arise differently in the two cases. In t
former, the bound arises from considering the Higgs bo
0556-2821/98/58~1!/015003~8!/$15.00 58 0150
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masses and in the latter case from the Higgsino masses
It also turns out that parity invariance does not play a

role in our proof. Therefore the bound onvR applies to mod-
els based on the gauge group SU(2)L3SU(2)R3U(1)B2L
without parity as long as the SU(2)R symmetry is broken by
the same type of fields.

In the model of Ref.@5#, it was demonstrated that it i
possible to break both the gauge symmetry and parity us
nonrenormalizable operators alone. This model, the mini
SUSYLR model predicts the existence of a total of nine lig
complex fields of which three are neutral, two singly charg
and four doubly charged. These light fields have masse
order ;MR

2/M Pl , which was used to set a lower bound o
theWR scale of 1010 GeV in the supersymmetric limit. How
ever, since SUSY breaking terms are of order~100 GeV! @2#,
it is important that the soft SUSY breaking terms be cons
ered in the full analysis. Since this model falls into the cla
we investigate, two of these four doubly charged fields c
respond exactly to the ones predicted by us.

The underlying reason for the existence of this pair
light doubly charged particles can be understood by con
ering the result of Ref.@4#. The particle content of this mode
consists of bidoubletsf ~2,2,0!, Higgs fields D ~3,1,2!,
D̄(3,1,22), Dc(1,3,22) and D̄c(1,3,12) and a singlet in
addition to the usual quarks and leptons.@The numbers in
parenthesis refer to their transformation properties un
SU(2)L3SU(2)R3U(1)B2L .# If only renormalizable inter-
actions of these fields are considered and R-parity is un
ken ~i.e. ^ñc&50! then in the absence of supersymme
breaking there exist a continuously connected set of va
parametrized by a single angleu such that

Dc5F 0 v cosu

v sin u 0 G ~1!

D̄c5F 0 v sin u

v cosu 0 G . ~2!

If u50, electric charge is conserved; otherwise it is b
ken. Thus the only phenomenologically viable vacuum,
charge conserving one, is degenerate with a continuo
connected set of other vacua. The excitation that correspo
to the flat direction connecting all these vacua must b
massless particle; it is straightforward to verify that in t
© 1998 The American Physical Society03-1
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charge conserving vacuum this particle is doubly charg
The other doubly charged particle is also massless but d
not correspond to a flat direction. Once supersymmetry
broken the flat direction is lifted and the theory will choo
to live either in the ‘‘good’’ vaccum or the ‘‘bad’’ vacuum
The main result of Ref.@4# is that if the scale at which
supersymmetry is broken is higher than theWR scale and
electroweak symmetry breaking is ignored, then the the
necessarily lives in the charge violating vacuum if R-parity
unbroken. However if non-renormalizable operators s
pressed by powers ofM Planck are added to the theory@2#,
then for sufficiently high right handed scale the theory c
live in the charge preserving vacuum. However, this sugg
that the previously massless Higgs boson corresponding
flat direction is still light, since the flat direction has on
been given a positive slope by these higher dimensional
erators. We calculate the mass of this Higgs boson and ve
that it is indeed light. We use the experimental lower bou
on the mass of such a doubly charged particle to put a lo
bound on theWR scale when electroweak symmetry brea
ing is ignored. We then show that the inclusion of ele
troweak symmetry breaking does not alter this result.

If however theWR scale is above the supersymmet
breaking scale, as in gauge mediated supersymmetry br
ing scenarios@7#, we show that even the renormalizab
theory may live in the charge preserving vacuum. In this c
the light Higgs bosons pick up a mass from the breaking
supersymmetry which is of the same order of magnitude
the masses of the superpartners of the standard model
ticles. Now however the corresponding Higgsinos are v
light since the breaking of supersymmetry is assumed to
soft. Thus the non-renormalizable operators are once a
needed, this time to give mass to the Higgsinos. The exp
mental lower bound on the mass of such particles can o
again be used to put a lower bound on the right handed sc

Finally, we also point out that a light doubly charge
Higgs and Higgsino fields are also present in the version
the model where the vacuum state breaks R-parity sinc
was shown in Ref.@4# that in these models there is an upp
limit on the WR scale of order of a TeV and we expect th
masses of all particles in the theory to be at most of the o
of the WR mass.

Although our detailed analysis is limited to a speci
class of models, we consider whether our result holds
models with further matter content. We find that SUSYL
theories necessarily imply these light doubly charged Hi
superfields unless the model contains exotic light dou
charged SU(2)R singlets or certain additional Higgs multip
lets which break SU(2)R while preserving hypercharge. Ou
results also have important implications for coupling co
stant unification in SUSY GUTs.

II. ANALYSIS FOR WR SCALE BELOW SUSY
BREAKING SCALE

In this section we calculate the masses of the dou
charged Higgs bosons and Higgsinos for a specific clas
models when supersymmetry is broken above theWR scale
as in a supergravity mediated scenario. We first study
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theory classically and subsequently justify our conclusio
where required using an effective field theory analysis.

The matter content of the model we examine consists
the quarks Q(2,1,1/3) and Qc(1,2,21/3), the leptons
L(2,1,21) andLc(1,2,1), the electroweak Higgs bidouble
f~2,2,0!, the tripletsD(3,1,2),Dc(1,3,22),D̄(3,1,22) and
D̄c(1,3,2) and an arbitrary number of singletsSi(0,0,0)
where the numbers in parentheses refer to their transfor
tion properties under SU(2)L3SU(2)R3U(1)B2L respec-
tively. In a later section we will consider models with add
tional matter content. Our procedure will be to first wri
down the most general potential involving the above fie
consistent with the symmetries and from there to obtain
mass matrices of the doubly charged fields and show that
of the eigenvalues of the Higgs boson mass matrix is lig

We consider the most general superpotential consistin
the above fields. In order to account for the possibility th
the right handed scale is large, we include, in addition to
renormalizable interactions, all possible nonrenormaliza
interactions of theD’s andDc’s among themselves to lowes
order in 1/M Planck. Then, the relevant part of the superp
tential is

W5 i f L cT
t2DcLc1~M01lS1!Tr~DcD̄c!

1G~Si ,Xi !1A@Tr~DcD̄c!#2/2

1B Tr~DcDc!Tr~D̄cD̄c!/2. ~3!

In the above equation,Xi is a generic label for any field
apart from theDc’s that theSi ’s couple to; A, B, f,l and M
are parameters of the theory andG(Si ,Xi) is the most gen-
eral superpotential in theSi ’s andXi ’s alone. A and B are of
order 1/M Planck.

Using Eq.~3!, one can give a group theoretical argume
for the existence of light doubly charged particles in the
persymmetric limit as follows. For this purpose let us fir
ignore the higher dimensional termsA andB as well as the
leptonic couplingsf . It is then clear that the superpotenti
has a complexified U~3! symmetry @i.e. a U~3! symmetry
whose parameters are taken to be complex# that operates on
the Dc and D̄c fields. This is due to the holomorphy of th
superpotential. After one component of each of the ab
fields acquires a vacuum expectation value~VEV! as in the
charge conserving case withu50 ~and supersymmetry guar
antees that both VEV’s are parallel!, the resulting symmetry
is the complexified U~2!. This leaves 10 massless field
Once we bring in the D-terms and switch on the gauge fie
six of these fields become massive as a consequence o
Higgs mechanism of supersymmetric theories. That lea
four massless fields in the absence of higher dimensio
terms. These are the two complex doubly charged fields
the two non-renormalizable termsA andB, only the A-term
has the complexified U~3! symmetry. Hence the supersym
metric contribution to the doubly charged particles will com
only from the B-term. Although the leptonic couplings d
not respect this symmetry, they are unimportant in determ
ing the vacuum structure as long as R-parity is conser
3-2
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and hence they do not alter our result. Let us now procee
prove this via explicit calculations.

The most general soft supersymmetry breaking poten
compatible with the symmetries and relevant for our analy
has the form

VS5ML
2Lc†Lc1M1

2 Tr~Dc†Dc!1M2
2 Tr~D̄c†Dc!

1S i„l i8MS Tr~DcD̄c!Si…

1M 82 Tr~DcDc!1 i f 8M 9LcTt2DcLc

1G8~Si ,Xi ,Si
† ,Xi

†!1H.c. ~4!

whereML , M1 , M2 , M 8, l i8 , MS , f 8 andM 9 are param-
eters andG8@Si ,Xi ,Si

† ,Xi
†# is an arbitrary function in the

Si ’s, Xi ’s and their hermitian conjugates consistent with t
soft breaking of SUSY. The relevant part of the D terms ha
the form

VD5
g2

2

8
S i~2 Tr Dc†t iD

c12 Tr D̄c†t iD̄
c

1Tr f†t if1Lc†t iL
c1L̄c†t i L̄

c!2

1
g1

2

2 S Tr Dc†Dc2Tr D̄c†D̄c

2
1

4
Lc†Lc1

1

4
L̄c†L̄cD 2

. ~5!

Since the masses of the doubly charged fields will
dependent on the neutral Higgs vacuum expectation va
~VEVs!, we first set out to determine these. The potentia
be minimized in order to determine the Higgs VEVs consi
of a sum of F,D and soft supersymmetry breaking terms.
assume that R-parity is unbroken so that^L̃&5^L̃c&50 and
the terms involving these fields are unimportant in determ
ing the classical vacuum. Then the potential to determine
Higgs VEVs can be written as

V5@KD̄ j
ci1A Tr~DcD̄c!D̄ j

ci1B Tr~D̄cD̄c!D j
ci#@H.c.#

1@KD j
ci1A Tr~DcD̄c!D j

ci1B Tr~D̄cD̄c!D̄ j
ci#@H.c.#

1b@Tr~DcD̄c!#@H.c.#1@a0 Tr~DcD̄c!1H.c.#

1M1
2 Tr~Dc†Dc!1M2

2 Tr~D̄c†D̄c!1VD . ~6!

Hereb, a0 , andK are parameters; the latter two in gene
depend upon the expectation value of the singlet and its
component. WhileK5l^S1&1M , a0 picks up contributions
from the F component of S1 in the form

^]G/]S1&
†@Tr(DcD̄c)# and also fromM 82 andl iMS in the

soft supersymmetry breaking terms.b is simply l2.
We now assume the pattern of symmetry breaking to

such as to breakSU(2)R while preserving electric charg
and R-parity. As has been shown in Refs.@4, 5#, for the class
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of models we are interested in, this is always true. In
arbitrary SUSYLR model of this class it is certainly n
guaranteed that the pattern of left-right symmetry break
will work out correctly. However what we intend to show
that for any model of this type which does have the rig
pattern of left-right symmetry breaking and lives in th
charge preserving vacuum the doubly charged fields will
light. If our assumption that the theory lives in the ‘‘good
vacuum is true then the masses of the doubly charged H
bosons will turn out to be positive at the end of our calcu
tion; if not at least one of these fields will turn out to ha
negative mass thereby giving us a consistency check on
assumption. In order to give our proof, let us expand
Higgs field in components as

Dc5FDc2/& v1h

Dc22 2Dc2/&G ~7!

Dc5F D̄c1/& D̄c11

v̄1h̄ 2D̄c1/&
G ~8!

while the electroweak Higgs bidoubletf has the VEVs

f5Fku 0

0 kd
G . ~9!

While M1
2 , M2

2 andb are necessarily real,K, a0 , A and
B are in general complex. By redefining theDc’s by phase
factors we can makev and v̄ real. Defininga5Re@a0# and
a85Im@a0# this implies that the imaginary part ofa0 satis-
fies the equation

a8vv̄~v21 v̄2!1Im@Avv̄~K1Avv̄ !* #50. ~10!

The potential to be minimized in order to determinev,v̄ is

V5bv2v̄212avv̄1~K1Avv̄ !~K1Avv̄ !* ~ v̄21v2!

1M1
2v21M2

2v̄21
g1

2

2
@v22 v̄2#2

1
g2

2

8
@2~v22 v̄2!1kU

22kD
2#2. ~11!

The equations which determinev and v̄ then have the form

v̄~a1bvv̄ !1Re@A* ~K1Avv̄ !#v̄~v21 v̄2!

1v~K1Avv̄ !~K1Avv̄ !* 1v@M1
21g1

2~v22 v̄2!#

1v
g2

2

2
@2~v22 v̄2!1ku

22kd
2#50 ~12!
3-3
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v~a1bvv̄ !1Re@A* ~K1Avv̄ !#v~v21 v̄2!

1 v̄~K1Avv̄ !~K1Avv̄ !* 1 v̄@M2
22g1

2~v22 v̄2!#

2 v̄
g2

2

2
@2~v22 v̄2!1ku

22kd
2#50. ~13!

Defining

M25~M1
21M2

2!/2 ~14!

d5~M1
22M2

2!/2 ~15!

x5d1g1
2@v22 v̄2#1g2

2@2~v22 v̄2!1~ku!22~kd!2#/2
~16!

L5d1g1
2@v22 v̄2#2g2

2@2~v22 v̄2!1~ku!22~kd!2#/2.
~17!

Let us keep in mind that the parametersM2, d, x andL are
all of orderMSUSY

2 , the mass scale for the soft terms;A and
B are of order 1/M Pl and thea-term depends on the VEV’s
of the singlet fields and could therefore be arbitrary.

Let us now rewrite the extremization equations as
01500
~a1bvv̄ !1Re@A* ~v21 v̄2!~K1Avv̄ !#1~K1Avv̄ !

3~K1Avv̄ !* 1M2

52x~v2 v̄ !/~v1 v̄ ! ~18!

2~a1bvv̄ !2Re@A* ~K1Avv̄ !#~v21 v̄2!

1~K1Avv̄ !~K1Avv̄ !* 1M2

52x~v1 v̄ !/~v2 v̄ !. ~19!

Let us note thatK1Avv̄ anda1bvv̄ vanish in the SUSY
limit. If we assume that the only source of supersymme
breaking is from the soft breaking terms and if none of t
singlets has VEVs far exceeding the right handed scaleMR
then careful analysis shows that these are generically at m
of order MSUSY and MSUSY

2 respectively. This provides a
qualitative way to see why the masses of the doubly char
fields are small compared to the SU(2)R scale since it is
these combinations that appear in the mass matrix for
doubly charged particles.

To prove our result in more detail, let us multiply th
above two equations to get a result which will be useful
the subsequent discussion:
and our
se to infer
tive the

ms
ate this:
@~K1Avv̄ !~K1Avv̄ !* 1M2#22@~a1bvv̄ !1Re@A* ~K1Avv̄ !#~v21 v̄2!#25x2. ~20!

We now calculate the mass matrix for the doubly charged Higgs bosons and obtain it to be

Dc11

D̄c11

Dc22 D̄c22

S [K1(A12B)vv̄][H.c.] 1M21L

(a01bvv̄)1(v21 v̄2)(A12B)(K1Avv̄)*

(a0* 1bvv̄)1(v21 v̄2)(A12B)* (K1Avv̄)

[K1(A12B)vv̄[H.c.]1M22L
D . ~21!

If either of the eigenvalues of this matrix is negative then the square of one of the scalar masses is negative
assumption that the theory preserves electric charge is invalid. Rather than calculate the eigenvalues directly we choo
information by examining the trace, T and determinant, D of the above matrix. If either of these turns out to be nega
theory breaks electric charge. We first determine the trace which is the sum of the eigenvalues as

T52@K1~A12B!vv̄#@H.c.#12M2. ~22!

This is typically of order O(MSUSY
2 ) or O(MR

4/M Planck
2 ) whereMSUSY is the scale of the soft SUSY breaking mass ter

andMR the right handed scale. Since the product of the eigenvalues is merely the determinant we proceed to evalu

D5@„K1~A12B!vv̄…~H.c.!1M2#22@~a1bvv̄ !1~v21 v̄2!Re@~A12B!~K1Avv̄ !* ##2

2@a81Im@~A12B!~K1Avv̄ !* #~v21 v̄2!#22L2. ~23!

Using Eqs.~10! and ~20!, this simplifies to

D5@x22L2#1„4 Re@Bvv̄~K1Avv̄ !* #14BB* v2v̄2
…

22~v21 v̄2!2@~2B!~K1Avv̄ !#@H.c.#18„Re@~Bvv̄ !~K1Avv̄ !* #

1BB* v2v̄2
…@~K1Avv̄ !~H.c.!1M2#24@a1bvv̄1Re@A* ~K1Avv̄ !#~v21 v̄2!#@Re@B* ~K1Avv̄ !#~v21 v̄2!#. ~24!
3-4
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We now have enough information to estimate the masse
the Higgs bosons. For simplicity we subdivide our analy
into two cases:

~1! low WR scale, so that all terms suppressed by pow
of M Planck can be neglected;

~2! high WR scale.
We first consider the lowWR scale case. This then corre

sponds to the renormalizable theory, i.e.A5B50. The only
term present isx22L2 which we now examine in more de
tail. Using

L5x2g2
2@2~v22 v̄2!1ku

22kd
2# ~25!

and

x52~v22 v̄2!~K21M2!/~v21 v̄2! ~26!

we find

x22L252g2
4@2~v22 v̄2!1ku

22kd
2#224g2

2~v22 v̄2!2

3@K21M2#/~v21 v̄2!22g2
2~v22 v̄2!@K21M2#

3~ku
22kd

2!/~v21 v̄2!. ~27!

In the limit that electroweak effects are ignored~i.e. ku
5kd50! this is less than zero reproducing the known res
@4# that the renormalizable theory has no charge conser
vacuum. We now see however that the last term in Eq.~27!

may in fact alter this result ifu2ku
21kd

2u.2uv22 v̄2u and
theWR scale is low. We can estimate the mass of the ligh

doubly charged boson to beM 11< 1
4 (uku

22kd
2u)/Av21 v̄2.

This implies that the scale of right-handed symmetry bre

ing ~i.e. Av21 v̄2! is less than about 400 GeV. For the ca
of manifest left-right symmetry, such a low value forMWR

is
inconsistent with observations. Thus for the R-parity co
serving vacuum, lowMWR

scenario is inconsistent.

We now consider the highWR case. Now, however, the
theory with the non-renormalizable operators can lie in
charge preserving vacuum for sufficiently highWR scale. We
estimate the mass of the lighter of the doubly charged p
ticles is either O(MRAMSUSY/M Planck) or O(MR

2/M Planck),
whichever is larger, while the mass of the heavier is
larger of O(MR

2/M Planck) and O(MSUSY). The experimental
lower bound on the mass of the lighter particle implies t
MR.109 GeV.

In both the low and highWR cases as a consequence
supersymmetry breaking the Higgsinos pick up a mass f
the following term in the superpotential:

W5@K1Avv̄12Bvv̄#Dc22D̄c11. ~28!

This is a Dirac mass of order O(MSUSY) or MR
2/M Pl , which-

ever is larger.
However in view of the fact that the highWR scenario

necessarily envisages a large hierarchy between the
handed scale and the scale of the soft SUSY masses
effective field theory calculation would be more convinci
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than our tree level result. For simplicity we now restrict ou
selves to the case of a single singletS, which we integrate
out at tree level along with the other heavy fieldsDc0, D̄c0,
Dc2, andD̄c1. The remaining effective field theory, consis
ing of Dc22, D̄c11 and some of theXi ’s, is then run down
to the scale of the light Higgs fields. The potential we st
from is the same as before except thatG(Si ,Xi) and
G8@Si ,Xi ,Si

† ,Xi
†# becomeG(S,Xi) and G8@S,Xi ,Si

† ,Xi
†#

respectively whilel i andl8 are now simplyl andl8.
We expandDc0, Dc0, andS about their vacuum expecta

tion values as

Dc05v1h ~29!

D̂c05 v̄1h̄ ~30!

S5^S0&1S8. ~31!

Definings15vh̄1 v̄h ands25v Reh2v̄ Reh̄, we find
that to the extent that supersymmetry breaking terms
terms suppressed by powers ofM Planck are small,s2 and
two linearly independent combinations ofs1 and S are ap-
proximate mass eigenstates. We define these two line
independent combinations asS1 andS2 . Then it is straight-
forward to verify that as a consequence of the cancellati
of the tree level graphs involving the exchange ofs1 , S1 and
S2 , to order O(MSUSY/MR) or O(MR /M Planck) the only
residual interactions among the light fields are those in
effective potential below. We can write the part of the effe
tive potential relevant for the light doubly charged Hig
field as

V5S F E d2uW1H.c.G1VS1VD D ~32!

where

W5@K1Avv̄12Bvv̄#Dc22D̄c111 f ececDc22 ~33!

Vso f t5@„a01bvv̄1~v21 v̄2!~A12B!~K1Avv̄ !* …

3Dc22D̄c111H.c.#1~M21L!Dc11Dc221~M2

2L!D̄c11D̄c221 f 8M 9ẽcẽcDc221H.c. ~34!

VD5
2g1

2g2
2

~g1
21g2

2!
@Dc11Dc222D̄c22D̄c11#2. ~35!

This effective theory must now be run down to the ma
scale of the doubly charged fieldsMD using the renormaliza-
tion group equations~RGE’s!. On writing down the relevant
RGE’s it is clear that the only potentially large contributio
to the evolution of the boson mass terms is likely to ar
from the coupling to the leptons f and f8 and is of order
O(Af 2MSUSY

2 ln@MR/MD#/8p2). Hence our tree level resul
for the mass terms may be corrected by about this amo
3-5
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Clearly this will not qualitatively alter our result that th
doubly charged Higgs bosons will be light. The fermio
masses suffer only wave function renormalization and a
remain light.

III. ANALYSIS FOR WR SCALE ABOVE SUSY
BREAKING SCALE

In the previous section we assumed that the scale at w
supersymmetry is broken is higher than theWR scale. How-
ever this need not be the case and in particular there
recently been a lot of interest in theories where gauge in
actions are the mediators of supersymmetry breaking
relatively low scale@7#. This is the case we now study i
detail.

Our analysis essentially will differ from that of the prev
ous section only in that the soft SUSY breaking terms
now generated explicitly only at the scale at which the m
senger fields are integrated out, and are not explicitly pre
at the WR scale. Since they are generated by loop gra
involving the gauge bosons of the residual symmetries, t
form will be such as to respect only the surviving gau
symmetries. We will show that this difference has con
quences for phenomenology. Our procedure must there
be to integrate out the heavy fields at theWR scale, run the
theory down to the messenger scale, integrate out the m
sengers thereby generating the soft SUSY breaking m
terms, and then run the theory down to theMD scale. We
make no assumption about the messenger fields except
they carry electroweak quantum numbers, and do not co
directly to the Higgs sector. However for simplicity we r
strict ourselves once again to the one singlet case.

After integrating out the heavy fields at the right hand
scale, the effective field theory has the form

V5F E d2uW1H.c.G1VD ~36!

whereVD is the same as in Eq.~5! but W is now simply

W52Bvv̄Dc22D̄c111 f ececDc22. ~37!

This potential suffers only wave function renormalizati
down to the messenger scale. Then on integrating out
messenger fields soft SUSY breaking terms will be gen
ated, the form of which are to some extent dependent on
nature of the messengers. However, if the messengers co
to the Higgs sector only through gauge interactions and
directly through the superpotential then the relevant par
these terms generically have the form,

VS5M2~Dc11Dc221D̄c22D̄c11!. ~38!

These terms arise from two loop diagrams involving t
messenger fields coupling via hypercharge gauge inte
tions to the Higgs sector. The total potential must then be
down to the electroweak scale using the same RGE’s a
the previous section, and the mass term will once again
ceive some modification. However, this cannot alter the
sic result that the doubly charged Higgs bosons only acq
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a mass of order O(MSUSY) or O(MR
2/M Planck) and therefore

remain light. Our analysis however brings up the followin
interesting question; in such a scenario can the theory liv
the charge preserving vacuum without the need for hig
dimensional operators? After all, since the light fields
have positive mass even in the absence of the higher dim
sional operators the charge conserving vacuum is at lea
local vacuum of the theory even without them. Notice ho
ever that the doubly charged Higgsinos then have no m
Thus the nonrenormalizable terms are still required, this ti
to give mass to the Higgsinos. The experimental low
bound on the mass of such a doubly charged fermion pu
bound on theWR scale ofMWR

>1010 GeV.
It is interesting that the theory can in fact live in th

charge preserving vacuum without the higher dimensio
operators. The possibility exists that by bringing theWR and
SUSY breaking scales close together or by reconsidering
assumption that the messenger and Higgs sectors do no
rectly couple in the superpotential it may be possible to
away with the higher dimensional operators altogeth
thereby altering the bound. This is a possible direction
future research.

IV. MODELS WITH ADDITIONAL MATTER CONTENT

In this section we consider the effects of relaxing o
earlier restrictions on the matter content of the model
studied on our result that the doubly charged Higgs bos
and Higgsinos are light. In order for the additional mat
content to affect our result there must be a difference
tween the vacuum energies of the charge conserving
charge violating vacua or at least a barrier between th
This must occur in the limit of exact supersymmetry beca
any correction to the masses from SUSY breaking effe
will be at most of orderMSUSYand too small to fundamen
tally alter our result. We also ignore nonrenormalizab
terms because corrections to the masses arising from t
can reasonably be expected to be small. Hence we wil
studying renormalizable theories in the limit of exact sup
symmetry and observing the effect of the additional ma
on the masses of the doubly charged Higgs fields. We a
assume that R-parity is unbroken.

We now attempt to systematically go over some possib
ties for the additional matter content. Since the new fie
transform as representations of SU(2)R we proceed in order
of increasing dimensionality of the representation.
~1! Charged singletsT(1,4) andT̄(1,24)

Here the numbers within the parenthesis denote
SU(2)R and U(1)B2L quantum numbers respectively. The
allow couplings of the formT Tr(DcDc) andT̄ Tr(D̄cD̄c) in
the superpotential. It is straightforward to verify that these
indeed lift the flat direction giving the components of th
doubly charged Higgs superfield a mass at theWR scale.
~2! Charged vector tripletsT(3,2) andT̄(3,22)

These have the same quantum numbers asDc and D̄c

Hence superpotential couplings of the formM Tr(DcT),
M Tr(TDc), Si Tr(DcT) andSi Tr(TDc) are now possible.
However these will not lift the flat direction because t
3-6
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VEVs of T andT̄ can always have the same form as those
D̄c andDc without any effect of the angleu on the vacuum
energy, i.e. if

Dc5vF 0 cosu

sin u 0 G ~39!

then

T̄5tF 0 cosu

sin u 0 G . ~40!

Thus we do not expect our result to change.
Apart from the charged singlet above, no field transfor

ing as a higher dimensional representation of SU(2)R when
added to the theory can preserve the charge conser
vacuum unless it itself also breaks SU(2)R . This may be
verified by explicit calculation for all the three cases belo
which exhaust the possibilities. This is because supersym
try is explicitly broken by the superpotential in the char
preserving vacuum unless the additional matter fields pick
VEVs thereby breaking SU(2)R themselves.
~3! A neutral triplet @6# Vc(3,0) that couples to the Higg
sector as Tr(VcD̄cDc)
~4! A neutral quintupletTi j

kl(5,0) that couples asDk
ciD̄ l

c jTi j
kl .

~5! Charged quintupletsTi j
kl(5,4) andT̄i j

kl(5,24) that couple

to the Higgs sector asDk
ciD l

c jTi j
kl and D̄k

ciD̄ l
c jT̄i j

kl .
If the multiplets that have been added to the theory br

SU(2)R then only a detailed analysis of the vacuum struct
for each individual theory can determine whether the r
evant flat direction is lifted or not. There are also far mo
possibilities than the three above. A careful analysis has b
performed for the neutral triplet@6#, which shows that the fla
direction is successfully lifted, but not for the other cases.
do so for the other cases is beyond the scope of the pre
paper.

Thus the conclusion of this section is that the light dou
charged Higgs superfield can be avoided if a doubly char
SU(2)R singlet is present in the theory or if there are cert
specific Higgs multiplets which break SU(2)R while preserv-
ing hypercharge.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we find that the combination of supersy
metry with left-right symmetry leads to nontrivial constrain
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on the mass spectrum of the theory if the starting theory
assumed to be automatically R-parity conserving. In parti
lar, we find the interesting result that for the R-parity co
serving scenario, the mass of the doubly charged Hi
bosons and/or Higgsinos which are part of the SU(2)R mul-
tiplets used to implement the seesaw mechanism will be
acceptably light unless theWR mass is larger than 109 GeV.
Thus in a large class of simple models where the low scal
parity restoration and supersymmetry are consistent w
each other is when R-parity is dynamically broken by t
vacuum.

Our result has the following interesting implications:
~i! This should give new impetus to the experimen
searches for theWR boson, since it implies that if experi
ments exclude a low massWR , then its mass can only be i
the 109 GeV in a large class of simple models. This latt
range is of course of great deal of interest in connection w
solutions to the solar and atmospheric neutrino puzzles.
the other hand, if a low massWR is discovered, it would
imply that in the context of simple models that R-parity mu
be dynamically broken.
~ii ! The lightness of the doubly charged fields is now va
even if the SU(2)R scale is in the superheavy range~i.e.
.10921010 GeV!; discovering the phenomenological e
fects of these light particles@8# acquires a new urgency an
importance. The experimental discovery of such partic
would provide spectacular evidence for the supersymme
left-right model and their masses could provide valuable
formation about theWR scale.
~iii ! Our result will have important implications for gaug
and Yukawa coupling unification in left-right and SO~10!
models with automatic R-parity conservation. In particul
the evolution equations will have to include the effects of t
doubly charged particles at a much earlier scale than
SU(2)R breaking scale. Otherwise the exotic multiplets th
help us to avoid our result will have to be included above
WR scale. This is presently under investigation.
~iv! Finally, our results about the lightness of the doub
charged Higgs bosons hold even when R-parity is sponta
ously broken, since as already emphasized, in this case
SU(2)R scale is bound to be in the TeV range@4#.
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